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letter from the CEO

A Legacy of Advancing
the Profession

MISSION
promote the health of
the public through the
practice of pharmacy

In a recent conversation with an
established pharmacist who had been
in practice approximately 20 years, he
remarked at just how much the practice and
science of pharmacy has accelerated in the
past five years. He recounted the ‘old days’
when pharmacists were relegated to either
working in a hospital basement or invisibly
behind a community pharmacy counter and
just how much the practice had evolved in a
relatively short timeframe.
We—the CPhA volunteers, leaders, board
of trustees, committees, and staff—work
diligently every day to do exactly what this
member had noted; to advance and accelerate
the practice of pharmacy in California. Many
days that work feels incremental, but this
member’s comment is a good reminder for us
to lift our focus from the daily grind and reflect
on the larger perspective of how far we have
come in a short period of time. The annual
report of the association is a good time to do
so and I am pleased to share a snapshot of

our 2016 accomplishments with you on the
following pages.

We—the CPhA volunteers,
leaders, board of trustees,
committees, and staff—work
diligently every day to do
exactly what this member
had noted; to advance and
accelerate the practice of
pharmacy in California.
The CPhA strategic mission is to promote the
health of the public through the practice of
pharmacy. I am pleased that in 2016 we lived
out that mission in our words and actions.
Enjoy.

Jon R. Roth, CAE
Chief Executive Officer
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Voice of the Profession
CPhA’s first strategic priority is to advocate to ensure a thriving future
of the profession. These advocacy efforts emerge in a number of
settings such as the California state legislature and with regulators.

CPhA sponsored and passed AB 1114 (Eggman), which

Ensuring that pharmacists voices were represented with the

establishes payment for pharmacist professional services in

regulators was also a top priority in 2016. CPhA advocated

the Medi-Cal program. This is the first time that pharmacists

with the California State Board of Pharmacy on timely issues

will be reimbursed for providing patient assessments and

such as the comprehensive compounding regulations;

counseling whether a medication is dispensed or not.

completion of the statewide regulations to implement the
administration of SB 493 (Hernandez – 2013); and raising

CPhA also supported important public health measures,

concerns with overly aggressive enforcement tactics by

such as AB 1748 (Mays), which expands the availability

Board inspectors.

of Naloxone in schools and AB 1386 (Low), which allows
pharmacists to furnish epinephrine auto-injectors.

Expansion of the CPhA engagement of grassroots linkages
between pharmacists, student pharmacists, and technicians

Overall, CPhA’s Center for Advocacy weighed in with

with legislators in local districts remained a priority in 2016.

legislative leaders and various lobbying interests regarding 29

This resulted in an increased number of members engaging

legislative bills that impacted pharmacists and pharmacies,

in advocacy and legislative activities.

all of which required the CPhA Legislative Committee and
staff to take positions and extend advocacy resources. The

CPhA developed strategies and tactics to deploy a Political

efforts resulted in 26 out of the 29 being resolved in CPhA’s

Action Committee Boosters awards program in support and

favor, including bills that were supported, passed and signed

recognition of members who contributed to the CPh-PAC.

by the Governor; others that were defeated entirely or vetoed

The PAC is an important vehicle for ensuring CPhA can

by the Governor; several that were amended to satisfy

educate lawmakers regarding issues important to pharmacy

CPhA’s concerns; and finally others that were withdrawn

practice.

completely because of CPhA’s opposition.
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AB 1114

26 out of 29

Bill CPhA sponsored and passed, which
establishes payment for pharmacist
professional services in the Medi-Cal program

Number of legislative bills resolved
in CPhA’s favor
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United We Stand
All the work that CPhA performs on behalf of the profession is
underpinned by the goal of CPhA being a thought-leader, convener,
and connector among pharmacy and non-pharmacy stakeholders.

In support of the CPhA priorities around clinical

Successfully oversaw the development of a non-member

reimbursement, successfully developed collaborative

recruitment/retention campaign, resulting in a 2% growth in

relationships with pharmacy leaders and the associations

pharmacist members – the sixth straight year of net-positive

in Washington State and Oregon to advance payment for

membership growth now totaling 30% since 2010.

pharmacist services resulting in a West Coast Payment for
Services Coalition.

Student engagement in CPhA continued to climb in 2016 as
well as the conversion of student pharmacists to first-year

Industry stakeholders were engaged through the CPhA

post graduation members. A communications and outreach

Corporate Advisory Council, which represents partnering

plan to P4 graduating student pharmacists in the second

companies that are involved in initiatives and support the

quarter of 2016 resulted in a 51% increase in paid PG-1 first

priorities of the association.

year pharmacist members joining the association over the
prior year.
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30%

51%

Net-positive membership
growth since 2010

Increase in paid PG-1 first year pharmacist
members joining the association
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Knowledge is Power
One of the hallmarks of CPhA is the robust and topical continuing
professional development opportunities that are provided
annually. In 2016, the Center for Learning went even further with the
launch of several exciting new initiatives.

The launch of the CPhA Advanced Practice Pharmacist (APP)

Leader Development Institute (LDI) continued to cultivate

Certificate Training Program was the highlight of the Center

new leadership skills among CPhA members. Kicking off with

for Learning in 2016. This program meets one of the Board

Leadership Summit in November, the LDI program continued

of Pharmacy’s criteria for pharmacists to achieve the APP

with a cohort of 18 pharmacists engaging in a year-long

license category.

program of intensive study, growth, and skill building to
enhance their personal and professional development.

Successfully developed and implemented a total of 12
certificate training programs resulting in a total of 700

Rx Bootcamp, CPhA’s dedicated student conference,

pharmacists attending and building their professional

was successfully implemented in the second quarter of

knowledge. Additionally, two new certificate training

2016 resulting in very favorable participant satisfaction

programs, Lipid Management and the Advanced Practice

scores, fantastic networking opportunities among student

Pharmacist, were developed and deployed in 2016.

pharmacists, and active learning in a fun and informative
setting.

In addition to the APP programs, CPhA also continued the
successful series of non-advanced practice continuing
education courses, resulting in nearly 450 pharmacists
receiving one or more of these trainings.

12

700

Number of certificate training programs
successfully developed and implemented in
2016, including the newly launched
APP Certificate Training Program

Number of pharmacists who attended
CPhA training programs

Learn more: appharmacist.com

18
Number of Leadership Development
Institute graduates
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treasurer report

Financials
CPhA ended 2016 with a slightly less than
break-even financial position at year-end
of -$8,000. This resulted from $2.66 million
in revenue and the equivalent expenses.
These results compare to an expected
budget of $2.9 million in revenue, with major
revenue variances from the anticipated
budget stemming from lower than expected
membership dues and education revenue of
$292,000. Offsetting these variances were
savings in overall expenses, most notably
compensation and benefits of $22,000;
equipment of $9,700; outside services of
$17,300; postage expense of $16,400; and
staff travel of $17,500.
CPhA’s primary educational revenue, Western
Pharmacy Exchange, exceeded budgeted
revenue projections in 2016 by $56,000.
Corresponding expenses were also higher than
budget by $45,000 due to larger attendance
than expected yielding a favorable overall
positive net-to-budget of $9,000.
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Like many of us did with our own personal
financial portfolios, CPhA held its breath a bit
as 2016 and the presidential elections loomed.
As traditionally happens, the markets tend to
respond one way or another during significant
election cycles and 2016 was certainly one of
the most intriguing elections we have seen in
many years.
We were pleasantly surprised to see that
the major investment indexes performed to
near record highs as the year closed, and
as a result, CPhA enjoyed both realized and
unrealized gains of $250,000 on its invested
portfolio.
Given these financial results, CPhA’s
statement of financial position did not change
significantly over prior year with net assets and
liabilities of $5.57 million.
Ken Thai, PharmD
CPhA Treasurer
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